
On Systems of Difference Equations with 
Wrong Boundary Conditions* 

By Stanley Osher 

Abstract. Kreiss and Lundquist [1], have recently obtained certain results about the decay 
of influence of wrong boundary conditions in overdetermined difference approximations to 
a hyperbolic partial differential equation. We have extended this result to include systems 
of hyperbolic partial differential equations in several space variables and their correspond- 
ing overdetermined difference approximations. 

The technique of proof involves examining sections of the resolvent of the difference 
operator for analyticity within the unit circle as in Kreiss [6] and Osher [2]. 

I. Introduction. In this paper we shall generalize some results of Kreiss and 
Lundquist [1] to the system 

(l~~~l) a~t = Aux + EBiuyi, y = [yi, **,yd] 

to be solved for the n vector u(x, y, t) inO < x, t > O.- o < y, < oo0, = 1, 2, 

A and the Bi are each constant n X n matrices. We assume that the system is 
hyperbolic, i.e. for arbitrary real values of t and 77j, the matrix 

(1.2) (A + E 7Bj 
j=l 

has only real eigenvalues r. 
We make the important assumption: 
(Al) The eigenvalues di which obey det [A - di] = 0, i = 1, 2, ** , n, are such 

that di > O. i = 1, 2, * ,n 
This means that x = 0 is noncharacteristic and that the curves t = +(x) formed 

by the intersection of a characteristic surface and a plane y = constant have the 
property that +'(x) < 0. (These bicharacteristics go into the boundary from the 
region.) 

In [1], the equation 

(1.3) ut = us, Xt > O. 

was discussed. The proof of the main result in [1] does not go over to our case es- 
sentially because we shall be dealing with a difference operator whose 12 norm need 
not equal its spectral radius, unlike the scalar Toeplitz operators of Strang [3]. 

We approximate (1.1) by a difference equation of the form: 

v(Xi , . *,Y m, t + k) 

(1.4) lm 
= Cjj ..., jMV(X + jh Uy + jihij, . , ym + jmhm, t) 
j=-S ji=-81 imp-8m 
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x = ph _ O, y= pih, t =qk, for q, p = 1, 2,*,p = * *,- 1,0 ,1, * *, 

h > 0 and h/k = a h /k = ji > 0 for a, 1ui fixed as k -O 0. 
For both (1.1) and (1.4) we choose initial conditions: 

(1.5) V(X, y,, Y * *, Ym,0 ) = U (Xi y , I Y*Im, 0) = 0. x > 0 and all yi . 

We make the assumption: 
(A2) (1.4) is consistent with (1.1). 
The main theorem of Hersh [4] assures us that the problem (1.1) with initial con- 

ditions is well posed, and hence (1.5) implies that the solution is u(x, yi, *, Yin, t) 
- 0. However we need additional data in order to use (1.4), i.e. we need 
V(X, Y1, *... I * t) for (1 - s)h ? x ? 0. We introduce extra boundary conditions: 

(1.6) v (x,y1, ... , y, t) = g(xyi, l * * *Y. t) 
for h - sh ? x < 0, where g is square integrable in each yj and 3 M > 0 such that 

(1.7) sup f__ Ig(x, Y1, IY t)12dy .. dym < M. 
x, t aM=-0 81=-x0 

(The absolute value of an n-vector is the square root of the sum of the squares of 
its components.) 

Consider the symbol of the difference operator: 

C(e"0, ed', . e*,m) 

(1.8) l 1 inm 
= E E * - E Ci'il. .iM exp [i(jo + jIij + + jmW )]I 

3=-s 3j=-S1 jm=-Sm 

We make the assumptions: 
(A3) For all real 0, 4j, , Im 101 _ or, each ltl _ ir, the eigenvalues 

Xi(ei@ * *, eOim) satisfy 

(1.9) |Xi(e o, *..., eqm) I 1 

(A4) For all real 0,- 1, * *, m with 101 - 7r 1Jj _ 7r, i = 1,2, **, m, and 
some a > 0, there is a ,3 > 0 such that 

(1.1I0) |X (et@ta e tt,...et)I < e-: 
A difference scheme having the last two properties is called contractive. 
Now we define 

im 11 

(1.11) E E Cj ... vi jj,**. 'm exp [-i(j1j1 + * + jmm)] = Cj(e ) 
im=-Sm h=-S1 

Fix t = [ * * and consider the operator T(t) defined by 

(1.12) wk = (TW(k))k = Cj (e ) fj+k I k = 1 - s, 2 - s, ... 
j= max ((1-s-k),-s) 

on the 12 space of sequences 

W = {Cdsj1 , * O * } 

We make the assumption: 
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(A5) For any real t and for 1XI ? 1, it is true that 

(1.13) [T()-X]f = O 4= f =O. 
Finally we assume for all real t 

(AG) 
det [C-8(et)] O 0, 
det [C i(et) O. 

We may now state our main result. 
THEOREM. Let all five assumptions be valid. It then follows that the solution to 

(1.4), (1.5) obeys 
/0 00 r 1/2 

(1.14) jv ... J IV(X, yi 
. Y.. , t)O2dy, ... dym1 < k2e-x/haM 

for some constant k2. 
This result implies that the influence of the inhomogeneous boundary conditions 

is present in an interval const h log hI. 
The following lemma assures us that assumption (A4) is valid for the difference 

schemes ordinarily used to approximate Eq. (1.1). 
LEMMA 1. Let the eigenvalues of the symbol (1.8) be strictly less than one in absolute 

value for real 0 and t unless 0 = 0 = 6 = 2** = ,m Let A be a diagonal matrix. 
Then assumption (A4) is valid. 

II. Proof of Theorem I. For any fixed t, k, h, we consider the space (L2) m+1 of 
grid-functions with v(t) = v(x, ya, ** , YiMn t) and 

(2.1) j|v(x, y1, 
A yM t) 112 

hh, .. *h m E E * * * E I v(ph, pl hi, . .., pmh., t) 12 
P-=-8+1 p1=-o0 pm=_00 

On this space, we may replace (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) by 

(2.2) v(t + k) = Pg(t + k) + (I - P)Tv(t), 

where P is the orthogonal projector defined by 

(2.3) (P(v(x, y, *,Ym, t)))(x) 0 if x > 0 

(P(v(x, yA, , Ym, t)))(x) v(x, yi, ., Yi, t) if x < 0 

and T is the Toeplitz-convolution operator defined by 

W(X2 lyl .. IYMI t) =TV 

(2.4) = Zi ... ...Cjj,12,... jm 
i= max (-8,1-8-x/h) l=-8sl im=-Sm 

v(x + jh, y1 + j1hi, * * *, ym + jmhm t). 

It thus follows that 
((t-1) /k) 

(2.5) v (t) = Pg (t) + ( (I - P) T) (t/k-j)pg (jk) 
j=f 

If ko _ 1, then 
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(2.6) ((I - P)T)ko = ((I - P)T(I- p))ko-l(I - P)TP. 

We may use 

(2.7) (AI-(I - P)T(I - P))-l ((I - P) T (I -P)) 
j=O~ ~ j+ 

for I XI sufficiently large, as a generating function for the powers of (I - P) T(I - P). 
We next take the Fourier transform with respect to the y variables: 

0 (t) = 0(x e ttl . eitm )t) 
(2.8) 00 X 

= .. * v(ph, p'hi, .., pmhm, t)ei(lPt1+ +Pmtm) 
P=-X pm=-X 

and use the obvious integral norm on J rj ? r which creates an isometry. 
On the Fourier space L2, (2.4) becomes 

(2.9) T(x, eta) = Tv = Cj(et')P(x + jh, etl) 
j- max (-8,1-8-x/h) 

Consider the orthogonal projections on L2 

(2.10) Qjh(P (X, ett)) = v(jh, e't) if x = jh, 

Qjh(P(X2eit)) = 0 if x $ jh . 

From (2.5), it is clear that we must prove 

t /lk 

(2.11) Qvh E ((I - < k2e-vM 

for v = 0, 1, 
We may easily show that 

(2.12) (XI - (I - P)(I - P))-l = P/x + (I - P)(X - T)(I -P). 

We are thus merely concerned with 

Qth ts/ En X tlk-3 (I (X - 1 -'(I-i)TA (jk) 

(2.13) 2 ri ll~~e1 

+ Qth (I - P) Ti P(tk) + QhP (t)| 

for e > 0. 
It is clear that if v > s + 1, then 

(2.14) Qvh (I - P)hTP (t - k) = Q QhA4(t) = 0. 

We must thus merely estimate 

t /k-2 

(2.15) Q'h X f d. TP/k(I - )G (-i).- 3I-P)hPgOjk) 
j=1 I a ea i=+t 

We may also easily show that it is sufficient to estimate 
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t /k-2 

(2.16) Qvh E f A Xt/k-j(X - T')-r1f(jk) 
j=1 IXI=1-f-E 

where Ifi(jk) <!! ?ITIJ 11&(jk)II. 
Kreiss [6] has obtained the resolvent of T. We use formula (2.10), page 709, [6]. 

Thus, conditions (A3), (A5), and (A6) guarantee the existence of this resolvent if 

1XI > 1. We thus know 

(2.17) (M(t) - =)w(t) v 

where v(x, t) = 0 for x ? 0, has the solution 

min (j, O) 

(2.18) w(jh, ) = E M(JV)( ,X)v(ph, ) 
P=1-8 

for IX1 > 1 and all real t. Moreover, the matrices M(j,p)(t, X) are analytic in all 
their variables as long as 

(1) the roots of the polynomial 

(2.19) det [Cl(t)z1+8 + * * * + (Co(t) - X)zg + * + C_(0)] = 0 

have the property that sn of them lie within some circle Izi < R1 and in of them lie 
in the region R1 < IzI, 

(2) a certain determinant [F(X, t)] # 0. 
Condition (A5) guarantees that (2) is true for IX1 _ e-ei,: > Y1 > 0. Condition 

(A4) guarantees that (1) is true for 1X1 > em, and in fact R1 = e-a. Finally, in this 
region, it is true that 

(2.20) jIM(j,p) (j, X) 11 < k3R j-P = k3ea(JP) 

Thus, from the Cauchy integral formula, we have 

Qvh { dXA t /k-(I-P)(X - T)-f(I - P)TP 
(2.21 ) I x I1=1+1E 

< k4 -,a exp [-Tle(tlk -j)] 

and 
t /k-2 

(2.22) Qvh X dX X Iki (I - P)(X - T)-'(I - P)TP < k5e-. Q.E.D. 
j=1__ I XI=1i1E 

III. Proof of Lemma I. Consider the solutions to (2.16). If IXI > 1, X # 1 or 
X = 1 and some Us = 0, then sn of the solutions are within the unit circle, in are 
outside the unit circle. Consistency assures us that exactly n of the zeros approach 
1 as X -> 1 and j -* 0, * * 0, (m O. Consistency and the fact that A is diagonal 
and positive-definite imply that these n were originally outside the unit circle. Thus 
the sn solutions which were originally within the unit circle actually remain within 
some smaller circle IzI < ea for lXI ? em0 and the other in solutions remain outside 
this circle for such X. This implies assumption (A4). 

The author would like to thank the referee for helping to make the paper more 
compact. 
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